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Bible Greek and Hebrew Dictionaries combined for Word Studies 

intelligence 0995 ## biyn {bene}; a primitive root; to separate mentally (or distinguish), i.e.(generally) understand: --
attend, consider, be cunning, diligently, direct, discern, eloquent, feel, inform, instruct, have {intelligence}, know, look 
well to, mark, perceive, be prudent, regard, (can) skill(-full), teach, think, (cause, make to, get, give, have) understand
(-ing), view, (deal) wise(-ly, man). 

knowledge 4093 ## madda` {mad-daw'}; or madda` {mad-dah'}; from 3045; intelligence or consciousness: --
{knowledge}, science, thought. 

science 4093 ## madda` {mad-daw'}; or madda` {mad-dah'}; from 3045; intelligence or consciousness: -- knowledge, 
{science}, thought. 

thought 4093 ## madda` {mad-daw'}; or madda` {mad-dah'}; from 3045; intelligence or consciousness: -- knowledge, 
science, {thought}. 



Hebrew and Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the definitions plus 
combined with every place that word is used in the definitions. 

Complete index of every word used in both the Hebrew and Greek Strong's 
Dictionary in English Word order. 

intelligence 00995 ## biyn {bene} ; a primitive root ; to separate mentally (or distinguish) , i . e . (generally) 
understand : -- attend , consider , be cunning , diligently , direct , discern , eloquent , feel , inform , instruct , have 
{intelligence} , know , look well to , mark , perceive , be prudent , regard , (can) skill (- full) , teach , think , (cause , 
make to , get , give , have) understand (- ing) , view , (deal) wise (- ly , man) . 

intelligence 02808 ## cheshbown {khesh-bone'} ; from 02803 ; properly , contrivance ; by implication , {intelligence} : 
-- account , device , reason . 

intelligence 02940 ## ta` am {tah'- am} ; from 02938 ; properly , a taste , i . e . (figuratively) perception ; by 
implication , {intelligence} ; transitively , a mandate : -- advice , behaviour , decree , discretion , judgment , reason , 
taste , understanding . 

intelligence 04093 ## madda` {mad-daw'} ; or madda` {mad-dah'} ; from 03045 ; {intelligence} or consciousness : --
knowledge , science , thought . 

intelligence 04486 ## manda` (Aramaic) {man-dah'} ; corresponding to 04093 ; wisdom or {intelligence} : --
knowledge , reason , understanding . 

intelligence 07922 ## sekel {seh'- kel} ; or sekel {say'- kel} ; from 07919 ; {intelligence} ; by implication , success : --
discretion , knowledge , policy , prudence , sense , understanding , wisdom , wise . 

intelligence 07924 ## sokl@thanuw (Aramaic) {sok-leth-aw-noo'} ; from 07920 ; {intelligence} : -- understanding . 

intelligence 08394 ## tabuwn {taw-boon'} ; and (feminine) t@buwnah {teb-oo-naw'} ; or towbunah {to-boo-naw'} ; from 
00995 ; {intelligence} ; by implication , an argument ; by extension , caprice : -- discretion , reason , skilfulness , 
understanding , wisdom . 

intelligence 0050 - agnoeo {ag-no-eh'-o}; from 0001 (as a negative particle) and 3539; not to know (through lack of 
information or {intelligence}); by implication, to ignore (through disinclination): -- (be) ignorant(-ly), not know, not 
understand, unknown. 

intelligence 4441 - punthanomai {poon-than'-om-ahee}; middle voice prolonged from a primary putho (which occurs 
only as an alternate in certain tenses); to question, i.e. ascertain by inquiry (as a matter of information merely; and 
thus differing from 2065, which properly means a request as a favor; and from 0154, which is strictly a demand for 
something due; as well as from 2212, which implies a search for something hidden; and from 1189, which involves the 
idea of urgent need); by implication, to learn (by casual {intelligence}): -- ask, demand, enquire, understand. 

intelligence 4907 - sunesis {soon'-es-is}; from 4920; a mental putting together, i.e. {intelligence} or (concretely) the 
intellect: -- knowledge, understanding. 

intelligence 5429 - phronimos {fron'-ee-mos}; from 5424; thoughtful, i.e. sagacious or discreet (implying a cautious 
character; while 4680 denotes practical skill or acumen; and 4908 indicates rather {intelligence} or mental 
acquirement); in a bad sense conceited (also in the comparative): -- wise(-r). 



Greek Strong's Dictionary with all the Synonyms inserted into the 
definitions.



Root Words and their word stems. This helps you see all related words in 
the English. 



English Theasurus that shows all the ways the English word is translated 
from the original Greek and Hebrew. 

intelligence 0995 -- biyn -- attend, consider, be cunning, diligently, direct,discern, eloquent, feel, inform, instruct, have 
{intelligence}, know, lookwell to, mark, perceive, be prudent, regard, (can) skill(-full), teach,think, (cause, make to, 
get, give, have) understand(-ing), view, (deal)wise(-ly, man).



Greek Cross References that shows all the ways the Greek is translated from 
the English word. 



English to Hebrew and Greek Thesaurus

The - is marking the Old Testament words. The * is marking the New Testament Words. English list 
of words is 15,684 * Hebrew Numbers refered to 8,674 * Greek Numbers refered to 5,624 * Unique 
English words in N.T. 5,437 * Unique English words in O.T. 10,254 

- intelligence , 0995 ,



English Synonyms with Greek Strong's Number.



One Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

intelligence 27_DAN_11_30 # For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore he shall be grieved, and 
return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; he shall even return, and have intelligence with 
them that forsake the holy covenant.



Two Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

intelligence with 27_DAN_11_30 # For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore he shall be grieved, and 
return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; he shall even return, and have intelligence with 
them that forsake the holy covenant.



Three Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

intelligence with them 27_DAN_11_30 # For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore he shall be 
grieved, and return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; he shall even return, and have 
intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant.



Four Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

intelligence with them that 27_DAN_11_30 # For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore he shall be 
grieved, and return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; he shall even return, and have 
intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant.



Five Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

intelligence with them that forsake 27_DAN_11_30 # For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore he 
shall be grieved, and return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; he shall even return, and 
have intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant.



Six Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

intelligence with them that forsake the 27_DAN_11_30 # For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore 
he shall be grieved, and return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; he shall even return, 
and have intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant.



Seven Word English Phrase Index to the KJV Bible.

intelligence with them that forsake the holy 27_DAN_11_30 # For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: 
therefore he shall be grieved, and return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; he shall 
even return, and have intelligence with them that forsake the holy covenant.



English Concordance to the KJV Bible.

intelligence , 27_DAN_11_30,
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Bible Phrases for Individual word studies 



Bible Quick Find Phrase Concordance for fast finding of phrases

intelligence ^ 27_DAN_11_30 / intelligence /^with them that forsake the holy covenant. 



Bible Translation Phrases for Individual word studies 



Bible Word Index with the full text of each verse

intelligence 27_DAN_11_30 For the ships of Chittim shall come against him: therefore he shall be grieved, and 
return, and have indignation against the holy covenant: so shall he do; he shall even return, and have {intelligence} 
with them that forsake the holy covenant. 



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number with the full text of each verse



Bible Word Index with Strong's Number 

Language Tranliteration of original language words

intelligence 27_DAN_11_30 For the ships (06716 +tsiy ) of Chittim (03794 +Kittiy ) shall come (00935 +bow) ) against 
him:therefore he shall be grieved (03512 +ka)ah ) , and return (07725 +shuwb ) , and have indignation (02194 +za
(am ) against (05921 +(al ) the holy (06944 +qodesh ) covenant (01285 +b@riyth ):so shall he do (06213 +(asah ) ; he 
shall even return (07725 +shuwb ) , and have {intelligence} (00995 +biyn ) with them that forsake (05800 +(azab ) the 
holy (06944 +qodesh ) covenant (01285 +b@riyth ) . 
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